
Swiss Man’s Prediction of 9.0 NW Earthquake Now Echoed by
U.S. Scientists
Government officials in the designated areas urged to immediately create
evacuation plans for the predicted resulting tsunami

Recent findings by scientific experts echo a prediction, from 2005, of a mammoth
earthquake that will be centered in the Pacific Northwest. The prediction by Billy
Meier, a 71-year old Swiss man with a remarkable, 58-year record of specific,
accurate predictions, and the report from 2008 by Oregon State University
scientists (http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/08/080826124413.htm)
agree on the likelihood of an enormous natural disaster occurring. However,
Meier’s warning also specifically mentioned a gigantic tsunami that would
produce unimaginably devastating consequences for residents of the Pacific
coast.

On June 25, 2005, over three years before the OSU report was issued, Meier
published the following warning, "According to our preview there will be a
seaquake of 9 points on the Richter Scale in the region of the North Pacific not
far from the American coast, from Portland to the south of California up to
Washington in the north. As a result there will be a gigantic fault of several
hundred kilometers, when as never before a seaquake-tsunami will spread in a
ring form and produce immense devastation on the main land and on the islands,
which will cost many human lives. The seaquake will last for about 5 minutes, to
be followed by additional and less forceful quakes, which will trigger another but
less severe tsunami. Some facts about this threatening danger are known to
terrestrial scientists, but they are not capable of realizing the really/factually
developing catastrophe."

OSU scientists don’t foresee a tsunami and have a lower estimate of the
magnitude of the quake than Meier. Neither they nor Meier gave a specific date
for the predicted events. Even with advance warning and monitoring of natural
disasters like hurricanes and tornadoes, the resulting damage and loss of life can
be massive. But since the exact time, location and magnitude of earthquakes and
tsunamis is rarely, if ever, precisely predicted, the resulting losses in life and
property are often far more catastrophic.

It is incumbent upon all pertinent government agencies and officials in the
designated areas to immediately create evacuation plans and to warn the
population in the areas most at risk of the possibility of a tsunami, so that
they can make their own escape plans for their families and themselves.

Coming Mega-catastrophe for the U.S.?

In early 2005, not long after the devastating Indian Ocean earthquake and
tsunami, Meier received information from the Plejaren that there would be an
eruption of the La Palma volcano in the Canary Islands that would produce a



tsunami of unprecedented destructive force. They said that as horrific as the
Asian tsunami was, it would be dwarfed in comparison by the devastation,
especially to the residents of the east coast of the U.S., caused by the La Palma
tsunami.

Meier was told that the tsunami’s waves could reach several hundred meters in
height and come in at supersonic speeds, penetrating as much as 12 miles
inland – along the entire east coast of the U.S.

He was further informed that unless the U.S. government starts the long and
necessary process to prepare for this certain to occur event, the death toll would
be between 20-30 million Americans. Again, Meier was also told that terrestrial
scientists are aware of the possible eruption but that they underestimate the
magnitude of the accompanying destructive consequences. Once again, Meier
didn’t give a date for the La Palma event, which some scientists say could lie
from years to centuries in the future. (See:
http://theyfly.com/news2005/march05/march05.htm#us and
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/earth/tsunami/dn1206)

Some people have speculated that the La Palma tsunami could be the event
referred to in this passage from the Henoch Prophecies (see:
http://theyfly.com/prophecies/prophecies.htm):

“Even when the North American continent will be stricken by the most
terrible catastrophe which has ever been recorded, evil military powers will
wreak havoc with computerized and nuclear, biological and chemical weapons,
whereby it will also happen that computerized weapons become independent
and cannot be controlled any longer by human beings.”

The Controversial San Francisco Earthquake Photographs

It should come as no surprise that Meier also warned about a huge, future
earthquake that would destroy San Francisco, as many others have also warned
throughout the years.

But one of the most controversial aspects of the Meier case is his reported trip to
the future to see – and photograph – an earthquake in the San Francisco area
that does destroy the entire city. Details of the 11 photographs taken by Meier,
and shown to the investigative team in 1978, revealed some details that may
help to determine the approximate, if not exact, time of occurrence. (See:
http://theyfly.com/news2005/november06/november06.htm#quake)

Of particular interest were the automobiles that were observed in the
photographs, especially since they were described as being much more rounded
in shape than the cars of 1978, with more front window glass area and lacking in
outside rear view mirrors, a technological development perhaps first shown in a



Mercedes-Benz concept car in 1996
(http://www.snopes.com/photos/automobiles/newmercedes.asp) and quite likely
to appear in the near future. This element alone, when incorporated in production
cars, could signal the approaching time of the foretold earthquake.

Again, the Plejaren refused to give a specific date or time for this (or any other
predicted) event and, frustrating as that may be, the rationale given may have
some validity. Such reasons for withholding specifics include that: most people
will ignore the warnings, others will become extremely fearful and others would
just blame the event on the ones who actually warned of it, accusing them of
being some kind of demons, negative entities, or other imaginary beings from
superstitious religious lore.

While people may disagree with the reasons why no further specifics are given,
since terrestrial scientists do indeed consider the *NW and La Palma scenarios
to be within the realm of possibility (and many see a large San Francisco
earthquake also as highly likely) wisdom dictates that individuals and
governments alike respond and take all possible precautionary measures.

Insanity of Offshore Drilling
As Meier had written in 1975
(http://theyfly.com/products/products.htm#mssgvol1) and in 1987
(http://theyfly.com/prophecies/prophecies.htm) the extraction of petroleum and
natural gas are major contributors to the increased frequency and intensity of
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. While this is denied by various vested
interests, who seek to extract the last drop of oil and wring the last possible dollar
out of it, history will probably show how unbounded greed contributed to massive
cataclysms and so-called “natural disasters”.

As time has, and will continue, to prove this to be true perhaps the folly of
offshore drilling for oil will be realized.

Other Internet Stories of Impending Catastrophic Events

There are a number of different internet sites reporting and collecting data on
rumors, premonitions and predictions of various large scale disasters and/or
disruptions, such as at http://www.arlingtoninstitute.org/. There are also rumors
pertaining to October 7, 2008, and various dates in November, which seem to
indicate at least a certain restlessness in individual and collective psyches
pertaining to the future.

Links to Some of Meier’s Prophetic Information

The fall of the U.S. dollar, dangers of attacking Iran:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=29wnpEy2DY4



Meier beating NASA by 32 years regarding Mars discoveries:
http://theyfly.com/newsflash94/UFO_Skeptics_Throw_in_the_Towel.htm

The Russia-Georgia scenario:
http://theyfly.com/newsflash94/Meier_Warned_About_Russia_Georgia.pdf

From 1951: Ozone destruction, climate change, weather disasters, mega-
quakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, illegal immigration, home computers, etc.:
http://theyfly.com/lost/sfath.prophecies.1951.htm

From 1958: Iraq Wars, AIDS, cell phones, credit cards, moon launches, global
terrorism, European Union, bio-chipping, global warming, internet, two planets
beyond Pluto, crystal meth epidemic, etc:
http://theyfly.com/lost/meier.prophecies.1958.htm

From 1987: Destruction of WTC, more U.S. wars, fall of Catholic Church, fall of
France to Islam and invasion, fall of England, military movements of Russia, Mad
Cow Disease, Chinese attack on India, two coming civil wars and fall of U.S.,
etc.:

From 1975-1987: Jupiter’s moons, Saturn’s moon, Venus details, destruction of
WTC, more U.S. wars, fall of Catholic Church, fall of France to Islam and
invasion, fall of England, military movements of Russia, Mad Cow Disease,
Chinese attack on India, two coming civil wars and fall of U.S., etc.:
http://theyfly.com/prophecies/prophecies.htm

*Once again, it is incumbent upon all pertinent government agencies and
officials in the designated areas to immediately create evacuation plans for
all citizens.


